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Abstract 
The subject of the paper is investigation of stable charged particle beam confinement in periodic electrostatic fields. General 
conditions of linear stability are derived. It is shown that there are similarities between beam confinement in periodic 
electrostatic fields and in radiofrequency quadrupolar fields: zone structure of stability conditions and a possibility to describe 
the charged particle confinement in terms of a pseudopotential. Shown is the existence of non-linear resonances.
  © 2008 Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction 
The property of periodic electromagnetic fields to keep a charged particle beam stably confined is routinely used 
in charge particle accelerators and storage rings where ions or electrons make millions of turns [1]. In such devices 
where particle energies are very high and the beam phase space is relatively low, stability condition is well 
described in the linear approximation [2]. Nowadays the interest in stable confinement of charged particle beams 
arises also in low energy devices such as multi-reflection time-of-flight analyzers [3-6] and electrostatic traps. Here 
the phase space volumes occupied by particle beams are much larger (as compared to the sizes of the electrode 
configurations) and functionality of the devices can be provided if the stability is retained in presence of non-linear 
aberrations and external perturbations (for example, parasitic magnetic fields). 
 
Optical conditions for a stable charged particle beam transport through a sequence of periodic mirror-symmetric 
electromagnetic cells in linear approximation fields with two planes of symmetry can be found in Ref. [2]. In 
Section 2 of the present paper the linear model is extended to the general case without such symmetry.  Sections 3 
and 4 draw attention to a certain analogy between the stability of charged particle motion in dynamic radio-
frequency fields and in electrostatic fields. In Sections 5 we discuss some peculiar features of non-linear ion beam 
confinement in periodic electrostatic systems. These features can be useful for proper design of ion optical devices 
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utilizing periodic electrostatic fields. Section 6 demonstrates that the linearly stable motion remains stable in 
presence of essential non-linear effects and external perturbations. Preliminary analysis of examples of non-linear 
stability was given in Refs. [7,8]. 
 
2. Linear model 
Periodic electrostatic transport system consists of a sequence of a large number of identical “cells”. Such cells 
can consist of electrostatic lenses like shown in Fig. 1, or alternatively can comprise ion mirrors [3,6] or sector 
fields [4]. The trajectory at the input of the cell is characterized by lateral coordinates x, y and momenta p, q. Note 
that in such representation the conclusions made below remain valid for magnetic systems as well if “Newtonian” 
momenta are substituted by “Hamiltonian” momenta: ( ) xAcepP += , ( ) yAceqQ += , where ( )zyx AAAA ,,=  is the 
magnetic vector potential. 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Periodic system consisting of 2D Einzel lenses. In the particular example, the period is 2d = 80 mm with lens electrode length 15 mm, 
inter-electrode gap 32 mm and electrode potential –430 V. Shown are equipotential lines, sample ion trajectories and direction of focusing and 
defocusing forces. 
 
In linear approximation the transformation of the input parameters into output parameters performed by a cell is 
described by the transfer matrix 
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If the system possesses two planes of symmetry, in linear approximation the movement is separated into 
independent movements along OX and OY: 
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When the particle passes through N cells, the total transformation is given by the N-th power of individual 
matrices: 
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Hence, the stability of periodical movement in linear approximation is provided if the absolute values of the 
eigenvalues of the matrices OYOX TTT ,,  do not exceed 1, otherwise at some initial conditions the coordinates of 
trajectories with certain initial conditions grow infinitely. 
System cell 
2d 
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The coefficients of transformation matrices satisfy the symplectic conditions specific for Hamiltonian systems 
[9]. In general case these conditions are 
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which in case of fields with two planes of symmetry reduce to 
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Consider first the case of symmetric fields. Due to symplectic conditions the eigenvalues of the characteristic 
polynomial of the individual matrix are ϕie+  and ϕie− : 
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The linear stability implies the following condition for the coefficients of the transformation matrix: 
  
22 +≤+≤− xp xp    (7) 
In this case there exists a value ϕ  such that ϕcos2=+ xp xp . Hence we can represent the matrix coefficients in 
the form ϕϕ sincos Mp p += , ϕϕ sincos Mxx −= , where M is a constant. Due to the symplectic condition we 
have ( ) ϕ22 sin1 ⋅+−= Mxp px  and thus ϕsin1 2MLpx +−= , ( ) ϕsin11 2MLxp +=  where L is another constant. 
Finally, we come to the representation 
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which makes clear that the trajectory coordinates remain restricted after passing through arbitrary number of 
cells. Moreover, the phase space point ( )xp,  always belongs to an invariant phase space ellipse described 
parametrically like 
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Similar relations are valid for axis OY with proper selection of constants K, W and θ : 
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Note that though formally limiting cases 2+=+ xp xp  and 2−=+ xp xp  represent stable transformation, in 
reality this stability is destroyed by small variations of the optical system. 
 
The general case of four-dimensional transformation can be considered similarly. It can be shown that due to 
symplectic conditions the characteristic polynomial has a symmetric form 
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For linearly stable case the eigenvalues are represented as ϕie+ , ϕie− , θie+ , θie− , the characteristic polynomial has 
the form 
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and the stability conditions are expressed as: 
  
,44 ≤≤− A  ,62 ≤≤− B  ( ) 482 +≤ AB , ,22 AB −−≥  AB 22+−≥  (12) 
The corresponding stability diagram in plane of parameters A and B is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Stability diagram corresponding to conditions of Eq. (12) in the plane of parameters A and B. 
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3. Stability zones of charge particle motion 
Consider for simplicity a mirror-symmetric cell, in which case M = 0 in Eq. (8). The stability condition then 
takes the form  
           –1 < xx /′  < 1   (13) 
with xx /′ = cos  for some . Particle beam motion through a sequence of such cells is stable in a certain set of 
intervals of charged particle energies which can be called “energy stability zones” [10]. Indeed, for a very high 
particle energy a cell performs only a weak focusing action so that cos   1. With decreasing the energy of motion 
the focusing strength of the cell increases. Focusing of initially parallel beam into the point at the exit of the cell 
corresponds to cos  = 0. With further increase of the energy cos  becomes negative, and finally at cos  = –1 the 
motion becomes instable. However, with further decreasing of the energy an intermediate focus appears inside the 
cell and in some interval of energies the stability condition (13) becomes valid again. Analogously appear the 
consecutive stability zones. 
 
An example of the stability zones of ion motion in a simple electrostatic trap is given in Fig. 3. Note that stability 
zones with large number become more and more narrow. For this reason, in practice only the first and second 
stability zones are used. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Simple ion trap as a periodic electrostatic system; (b) energy ranges of stable ion motion as function of trap electrode potential, 
and (c) dependence of the coefficient cos  on the ion energy. 
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The zone structure of motion stability allows one to design band-pass filters based on periodic arrays of 
electrostatic fields. An example of such a band-pass filter is a “twisted quadrupole” of Ref. [11]. 
 
Zone structure of stable charged particle motion in electrostatic periodic systems is similar to such structure in 
dynamic radiofrequency (RF) quadrupoles. However, in the latter systems the role of the energy plays the value 
)4/(/1 22 eVrmq ω= , where q is a so-called stability parameter, m and e are particle mass and charge,  is the 
circular frequency of RF field, V is its amplitude and r is the quadrupole aperture radius. Thus in RF quadrupoles 
stability zones correspond to certain particle mass ranges whereas in periodic electrostatic systems they correspond 
to certain energy ranges. 
 
4. Concept of “pseudopotential” in periodic electrostatic systems 
Consider a charge particle motion through a periodic electrostatic lens array of Fig. 1 in the first stability zone at 
high energies. Then cos  = 1 – d/f  is close to 1, where d is half a length of the cell as shown in Fig. 1 and f is the 
focal length of one lens. In this case fd /2≈ϕ  and after passing through n cells the x-coordinate of the particle is  
  
( ) ( )fdndfafdnxxn /2sin2/2cos +=  (14) 
where a is the tangent of the angle of the trajectory with respect to the optic axis. Ignoring a detailed behavior of 
the particle trajectory inside the individual cells, we see that this trajectory is close to a harmonic one: 
  kzkakzxzx sin/cos)( +≈
 
 (15) 
with the period of kz /2π= , where dfk 2/1= . The harmonic type of the secular (large scale) motion is 
illustrated in Fig. 4. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Trajectory of the charged particle with the kinetic energy K = 1 KeV in the periodic array of lenses of Fig. 1. The total length of the 
drawing corresponds to 100 cells. It is seen that the particle experiences small oscillations at the background of the harmonic secular motion. 
 
Such a type of the harmonic motion would have observed if the particle moved in a field of the quadratic 
“pseudopotential” 2020 /)( rxUxU =  where U0 is the potential at x = r0. The gradient dxxdEg /)(−=  of the 
pseudopotential field strength is related to the parameter k by the relation )2/(2 Kgek = , where K is the kinetic 
energy of the particle. Thus the pseudopotential field strength gradient )/(edfKg =  depends on the kinetic energy of 
the charged particle. 
 
Note that the concept of the pseudopotential of the periodic electrostatic field is similar to such concept in RF 
quadrupolar fields [12]. In the latter case the amplitude of the pseudopotential is 4/0 qVU =  with q being the 
stability parameter of the RF field and V its amplitude. Thus, in RF field the pseudopotential depends on the particle 
mass unlike in the case of electrostatic periodic systems where the pseudopotential depends on particle energy. 
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5. Non-linear stability of charged particle motion 
Most interesting, however, are non-linear properties of periodic electrostatic systems. Motion of ions close to the 
optic axis of the system can be considered as linear. With increasing the distance from this axis, the ion motion 
becomes essentially non-linear. Though aberrations must have dispersed the ion beam, precise numerical simulation 
shows that surprisingly this beam still remains confined in the vicinity of optic axis if the condition (7) or (12) of 
linear stability is satisfied. This fact has a strict mathematical background derived from the theory of non-linear 
dynamics of Hamiltonian systems [13-15] and can be relied on in any periodic system. The detailed analysis of the 
application of this theory is outside the scope of this paper. However, this mathematical theory allows making 
important conclusions concerning the stability of non-linear motion in periodic optical systems: 
 Linear stable ion motion leads to non-linear stability which means that even ion trajectories very different 
from linear ones remain stable — that is, the stability derived from the linear criterion is conserved in 
presence of essential perturbation of the linear motion. 
 In particular, if the linear stability criterion is fulfilled, ion motion remains also stable in presence of 
relatively strong external perturbations by parasitic electromagnetic fields, in case these perturbations retain 
the Hamiltonian structure of the fields (that is, for example, are not stochastic). 
 The non-linear stability in an infinitely long periodic system is valid up to infinitely long beam path length 
or, in other words, up to infinite time of motion. 
 The stability condition can be broken by certain resonance conditions. For example, in the ion trap of Fig. 3 
the resonances occur when the ratio of frequency of periodic motion along the axis of the trap to the 
frequency of perpendicular secular motion is a primitive rational fraction like 1:4 or 2:3.  
Unfortunately, although the general theory [13-15] in principle enables to estimate the range where the non-
linear stability is conserved, the deriving of practical criterion from this complicated mathematics is difficult and 
remains subject for the future investigation. 
 
6. Simulation examples of non-linear stability 
As a first example we consider ion motion in a periodic sequence of 2D electrostatic lenses as shown in Fig. 1. 
This motion is essentially linear only for very small values of the component Kr of the kinetic energy perpendicular 
to the lens axis. The linear stability is demonstrated in Fig. 5 and corresponds to almost perfect periodic focusing of 
trajectories starting from a point at the optic axis. Such focusing occurs when the Kr < 0.03 eV. For larger values of 
Kr about 0.1 eV geometric aberrations are well noticeable already after several first cells of the system; for example, 
after passing through 8 cells the periodic focusing is completely ruined. However, Fig. 5 shows that the amplitude 
of ion motion remains unchanged after passing through 100 cells. The stable character of particle motion retains 
further on independently of the number of the system cells. 
 
A similar effect is observed in presence of strong perturbation factors such as an external  magnetic field. In Fig. 
6 shown is stable ion beam motion in presence of the magnetic field with the flux density B = 300 G. At such field 
flux density the ions of the mass 100 amu would be thrown away from the channel to the lens electrodes already in 
the second cell, if the periodic electrostatic focusing was absent. In presence of this focusing the ions are stably 
confined within the channel in spite of the fact that the behavior of their trajectories is essentially non-linear. 
 
Note that surely the non-linear stability becomes weaker when charged particle energies are close to the 
boundaries of the stability diagram. In case of a mirror symmetric cell with two planes of symmetry the best degree 
of stability is reached when cos  = cos  = 0. 
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Fig. 5. Stability of trajectories of ion with the kinetic energy K = 100 eV in periodic system of Fig. 1, in first (1 – 8) and last (93 – 100) cells. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Stability of trajectories of ions with the mass 100 amu in the system of Fig. 5 in presence of external magnetic field 
(with field flux density B = 300 G) directed perpendicularly to the plane of the drawing. 
 
The behavior of the particle trajectory in a periodic system can be described by a “phase-space portrait”, that is a 
sequence of points characterizing this trajectory after passing through each individual cell at the phase space plane 
{x, a}. In the linear approximation these points are located at an ellipse and the phase advance  is the same after 
each cell. In presence of aberrations these points remain at some quasi-elliptic closed curve, but the phase advance 
is different in different cells. In Fig. 7,a the just mentioned points are shown for particle motion in the periodic array 
of lenses of Fig. 1. In the linear approximation (for particles starting under the angle 1 degree with respect to the 
optic axis) with the particle energy K = 100 eV the phase advance is 90 degrees. With a larger starting angle the 
phase advance depends on this angle and is no more constant. 
 
A very interesting feature of the non-linear motion is the presence of non-linear resonances characterized by 
some “favorite” phase advances. In Fig. 7 this case is realized at the starting angle of 11 degrees with the phase 
advance of  = 2 /7. Non-linear resonances appear when two conditions are fulfilled simultaneously. First, the 
motion is essentially non-linear so that there is an energy exchange between the motions along the optic axis and in 
the perpendicular direction. Second, the period of the cell and the period of the secular motion in the perpendicular 
direction are proportional or form a simple fractional ratio. The resonance is characterized by the following feature: 
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in spite of the fact that the individual phase advances are different from 2 /7, the points at the phase-space plot do 
not fill the ellipse-like curve uniformly and randomly, as for starting angles of 7 or 15 degrees in Fig. 7, but tend to 
keep in the vicinity of the phases 2 n/7 for most numbers n.  
 
 
 
Fig. 7. (a) Sets of points characterizing the trajectory of a charged particle in the periodic lens array of Fig. 1, after passing through consecutive 
cells of the array. The particle starts from the optic axis under some angle a with respect to this axis. The points corresponding to the adjacent 
cells are connected by dotted lines.  (b) Ion trajectories corresponding to starting angles around 11 degrees after passing through 100 cells (the 
step of initial angles is 0.05 degrees). 
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The trajectory plots corresponding to initial starting angles close to the resonance condition in the considered 
case are shown in Fig. 7,b. It is clearly seen that the trajectories in the vicinity of the resonance starting angle are 
concentrated along one path. With increasing number of cells, these trajectories will be still concentrated along this 
path unlike the non-resonant trajectories whose phases are dispersed in the whole phase range (though both resonant 
and non-resonant trajectories remain stable up to infinite number of cells). Note that the resonance region is quite 
narrow (about 10.9 ± 0.2 degrees of starting angles). 
 
A similar example of a non-linear resonance in a simple electrostatic trap of Fig. 3 is illustrated in Fig. 8. The 
shown case corresponds to the ratio of the frequencies of the axial (in z-direction) to the perpendicular (in x-
direction) motion of 2:1. The phase-space portrait of the motion consists of the sets of points concentrated near the 
phases of 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees.  
 
 
Fig. 8. (a) A non-linear trajectory in the simple electrostatic trap of Fig. 3 and the corresponding plots of axial motion and of the motion in the 
direction perpendicular to the optic axis, showing the ration of motion periods of 2:1; (b) the phase-space portrait of the non-linear resonance. 
 
Note that such simple structure and conditions of resonances exist only in case the particle motion is essentially 
two-dimensional. For essentially 3D motion this structure can no more be described by simple resonance conditions.   
 
7. Conclusion 
A dynamic effect of stable charged particle confinement in the vicinity of optic axis in periodic electrostatic 
fields is of importance for charged particle optic systems with long path lengths such as multi-reflection time-of-
flight analyzers or electrostatic traps. Stable ion confinement in electrostatic fields is similar to such effect in 
radiofrequency quadrupole fields. However, characteristics (stability zones, secular frequencies etc.) in case of 
periodic electrostatic fields are functions of ion energy and not ion mass as in case of a quadrupolar radiofrequency 
field. The stable confinement arises at an energy higher than some threshold one and becomes weaker at very high 
energies. However, at lower energies there also exist narrow stability zones. 
 
The most relevant feature of the stability under consideration is that (in spite of growing aberrations) fulfilling a 
condition of the linear stable ion motion leads to a non-linear stability even for trajectories very different from linear 
ones. Moreover, if a linear stability criterion is fulfilled, the charged particle motion remains stable in presence of 
strong external perturbations, that is resists parasitic electromagnetic fields. Though in general ion motion in 
periodic systems is described by quasi-elliptical phase-space pictures, there exist exceptional cases – non-linear 
Hamiltonian resonances. These resonances are characterized by “favorite phases” of ions after passing through 
consecutive cells of the periodic system. 
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